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2-Year Limited Hardware Warranty - WIRELESS MECHANICAL GAMING KEYBOARD - LIGHTSPEED WIRELESS - ROMER-G MECHANICAL
SWITCHES - PROGRAMMABLE G-KEYS - CONNECT USING LIGHTSPEED OR BLUETOOTH - UP T0 18 MONTHS BATTERY LIFE

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
RM 499.00

RM 399.88

Ask a question about this product

Description

WIRELESS MECHANICAL GAMING KEYBOARD
High Performance Gaming

G613 is a next generation wireless keyboard designed for gamers who demand both the high performance capabilities of mechanical switches
and the freedom of wireless gaming.G613 features LIGHTSPEED™ wireless technology for super fast 1 ms report rate and Bluetooth® for multihost connectivity, advanced Romer-G mechanical performance, 6-programmable G-keys, and amazing battery life.

LIGHTSPEED WIRELESS
Advanced Wireless Performance

LIGHTSPEED™ wireless technology is our end-to-end optimized wireless solution delivering a 1 ms report rate for super-fast and responsive
wireless connectivity. This professional-grade wireless solution is built into the G613 gaming keyboard to deliver exceptionally responsive and
consistent performance.
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ROMER-G MECHANICAL SWITCHES
Pro-Grade Mechanical Switches

Romer-G mechanical switches deliver quiet, precise mechanical performance with incredible feel and durability with 70M click-life. The choice of
top esports professionals, Romer-G switches have a short-throw actuation at 1.5 mm which means it is 25% faster than the competition’s
standard mechanical switches. Romer-G is a perfect blend of speed, precision and quiet performance.

PROGRAMMABLE G-KEYS
6 Programmable Keys

Six dedicated G-keys can be programmed with custom macros and in-app commands. Execute complex actions, simply and quickly, with a
keystroke. G-keys can be assigned per game or app profile for customizability and convenience. Use Logitech Gaming Software (LGS) to easily
setup and manage profiles, commands and more.

CONNECT TO MULTIPLE DEVICES
Connect Using LIGHTSPEED or Bluetooth

Connect to LIGHTSPEED wireless for super fast 1 ms report rate or connect to other devices with the push of a button
using Bluetooth® connectivity. Switch between high-performance LIGHTSPEED wireless and Bluetooth anytime quickly and easily.
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BATTERY LIFE
Up to 18 months battery life

Using only 2 AA batteries, G613 can be used for up to 18 months.1When battery is at 15%, both the LED status indicator light on the keyboard
and Logitech Gaming Software notifications will warn you before the critical moment hits.

Specifications

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

LIGHTSPEED:
Windows® 7 or later
Mac OS® X 10.10 or later
Chrome OS™
Android™ 3.2 or later
USB port
Bluethooth:
Bluetooth-enabled device with Windows® 8 or later
Mac OS X 10.12 or later
Chrome OS
Android 3.2 or later
iOS 10 or later

PACKAGE CONTENTS

G613 wireless mechanical keyboard
LIGHTSPEED USB receiver
Phone stand
Extender USB cable
2 AA Batteries
User documentation

ROMER-G KEY SWITCHES

Durability: 70 million keypresses
Actuation distance: 0.06 in (1.5 mm)
Actuation force: 1.6 oz (45 g)
Total travel distance: 0.12 in (3.0 mm)

BATTERY LIFE

18 months1

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Height: 18.8 in (478 mm)
Width: 8.5 in (216 mm)
Depth: 1.3 in (33 mm)
Weight: 3.1 lb (1410 g) keyboard only
Weight with 2 AA batteries: 3.2 lb (1460 g)
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Warranty
2-Year Limited Hardware Warranty
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[url=http://www.handbagsfire.com/]michael kors outlet online[/url] Despite the fact that making use of the mix of all-natural leather-based
these reebok zigtech sneakers concentrate on strong and durable dress in still you get style, coziness and sturdiness. These cozy
reebok zigtech shoes continue to be well-liked considered well-liked using the vogue globe and people trying to get for simple trend. The
concept provides you the possible to design and design and style and vogue your personalised just by wanting for your determine along
with with shade to your in and out of. Converse boots or reebok monopoly trainers footwear can industry you sneaker that may
prolonged long-lasting. This sure manufacturer title commonly is out there from on the net retailer working with trendy form and overall
performance appears to be so distinctive. [url=http://www.handbagsfire.com/]cheap michael kors[/url] reebok zig return
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reebok, the whole environment popular sports activities routines manufacturer, extremely well-known for its Reebok zigtech footwear,
Reebok women sneakers, Reebok freestyle footwear as well as other Reebok garments and add-ons.
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